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EDITORIAL
I am once again impressed at the variety and quality of submissions to our
journal: Entropy, Distant Intention, Nutritional Testing, and Scopesthesia – to
mention only the research articles! (This is your chance to find out what
‘‘scopesthesia’’ means.) In addition, we have two essays (for one of which I am
the guilty party), two contributions to our new Historical Perspective section
(courtesy of Carlos Alvarado), three Letters to the Editor, and our usual very
enjoyable collection of Book Reviews (courtesy of David Moncrief).
This Editorial is my swan song as Interim Editor In Chief of the journal. I am
happy to report that Stephen Braude has been persuaded to assume the position
of EIC effective January 1. We are very fortunate that Steve is willing to take
on this assignment, and I congratulate our President, Garret Moddel, on his
selection and powers of persuasion.
In addition to Carlos and David, I have been most fortunate to have a varied,
able, and conscientious stable of Associate Editors: Stephen Braude, Courtney
Brown, York Dobyns, Bernard Haisch, John Ives, Roger Nelson, Dean Radin,
and Mark Rodeghier. I extend my heartfelt thanks to you all.
The Publications Committee [Henry Bauer, Bob Jahn (chair), and Garret
Moddel] has proved to be another great asset. I have found it most helpful to be
able to discuss policy issues with them. It has also been helpful – fortunately, on
rare occasions - to be able to hand them a hot potato when an author was
unhappy with an editorial decision, and wished to lodge an appeal with a higher
authority. Thank you, Henry, Bob, and Garret.
Finally, I wish to acknowledge the highly professional and invariably goodhumored support of the Allen Press staff – especially Kristen Jarboe and Joy
Richmond (the Managing Editor team). Thank you, Kristen and Joy.
Avete atque valete – and Welcome to Volume 22, Issue 4.
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